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Presidential Reflections May 2020

What an interesting spring it
has been so far in 2020. I
pray this edition of The
NASAP Newsletter finds you
all healthy, well, keeping your
physical distance (we smart
Adlerians know that social
distancing goes against our
DNA), and staying safe when
venturing out. Some
challenging decisions had to
be made to convert our 68th
Annual Conference from face-
to-face to a virtual format, but
I think there will be some
benefits for doing so. More
people will be able to join us
from the comfort of their

homes that may not have been able to afford it financially or to take
time away from work to travel. In addition, the sessions are being
recorded and can be used as CE learning opportunities or as part of
the newly revamped Certificate program (more info on that to come
soon!). 

For those who have not yet seen it on the website, the registration link
is now open for the FIRST EVER NASAP VIRTUAL CONFERENCE! Go
to http://www.alfredadler.org/annual-conference to find that
link, which will take you to the registration program called Cvent. If
you had previously registered for the face-to-face conference in
Atlanta and have not received an email from me about using monies
already paid toward the new virtual conference registration, please
email me directly at this
address (susanbelangee.nasap@gmail.com). The cost for the new
two-day virtual format is:

$200 for non-members
$150 for Professional NASAP members (until May 15 and then it
increases to $200)
$50 for students (member or non-member) and non-professional
members of NASAP

There are 15.5 CES available for the event and we are THRILLED to
offer CEs for psychologists through the GA Psychology Association
(NOTE – please check with your state board to see if they will accept
CEs taken out of state). Our usual CE approval through NBCC for
counselors remains in effect as well. Information about the sessions
and the schedule are also available on the Annual Conference page
of the website (http://www.alfreadler.org/annual-conference) .
There is also a Frequently Asked Questions document that may
answer some of your questions about the event. So check that out
first and if you don’t see an answer to your question then please
contact me (susanbelangee.nasap@gmail.com) or Katie Hilley
(office.nasap@gmail.com) and we will answer as promptly as
possible. 

The virtual part of our conference will take place via Zoom. Perhaps
some of you have used Zoom in some way during shelter-in-place
time. Here is how it will work – there will be two Zoom
“rooms” running simultaneously throughout the two day event, Room
A and Room B, and each room will have its own link. You will be able
to choose the session you wish to join at the time of the session; you
DO NOT need to preregister for any sessions. At the time the session
starts (or even a few minutes before is recommended) you will click
the link that corresponds to the room where your desired session
is happening. That will then open Zoom up and you will be placed into
that “room.” Most of the sessions are being held live so you will be
able to interact via chat with the speaker during the session. When
that session is over you can switch rooms to join the next session (this
means clicking the link associated with that other room) or stay put in
the room you are in if the speaker you want to hear is set to be in that
same room.

In addition to usual learning sessions, there are also plans for
receptions/happy hour gathering times via Zoom as well. More
information about these will be sent to registrants as we get closer to
the event itself. While it is not the same as being with each other, we
hope that some visiting and chatting and networking can still happen
during the virtual event.

We on the Council of Representatives hope you will journey with us
into this new virtual adventure. Many folks have been working
tirelessly behind the scenes to make a conference happen. The
courage to be imperfect has been expressed in a multitude of ways
over the last couple of months, and now we believe we have an
amazing program planned for you. Please join us!

Susan Belangee
NASAP President

Affiliates Corner

Hello Everyone,

I hope that you are all doing okay during this challenging time.  I want
to remind the Affiliate representatives of our monthly meeting.  I would
like to take this opportunity to invite more Affiliates to join us for the
meetings which takes place either on Fridays at 10AM or Wednesdays
at 7PM for one hour.

NASAP 2020 Conference – Affiliate Representatives’ Presentations

Inna Pavlova-Rosenfeld: Cooperation in Co-Parenting After
Divorce; Friday, May 29th at 10:15AM (Penn-Del Affiliate of the
Individual Psychology of Alfred Adler)
Marina Bluvshstein: Open Forum Family Education Demonstration;
Friday, May 29th at 7:00PM (Adler University Centre for Adlerian
Practice and Scholarships)
Joyce DeVoss: Hope and Healing Using Adlerian Based Trauma
Competencies; Saturday, May 30th at 2:00PM (Adlerian Society of
Arizona)
Leigh Johnson-Migalski: Adlerian Techniques in Light of Current
Science; May 30th at 3:15PM (Adler University)

I encourage all Affiliates to submit articles for each NASAP newsletter. 
We want to hear about what you are doing in your various
communities.

Please continue to stay healthy and safe.

Warmest Regards,
Charmaine McIntosh, Psy.D.
Affiliate Liaison to the NASAP Board

NASAP Sections - Education

The Education Section brings professionals together in NASAP who
are teachers, educators or using Adlerian Psychology in schools K-
12. Our purpose is to support each other in our educational
practice using Individual Psychology -developing deeper learning and
skills for applied practice.  We strive to meet the needs of the current
group through a variety of ways.  Our private Facebook group gives us
a place to connect and share ideas.  Book Study Groups are another
way we further our Adlerian repertoire while learning from each other’s
insights and experience. Newsletters provide updates and
opportunities for our members to contribute articles.  We are always
looking for new ways to serve the Education Section members, if you
are a section member, we hope you will take a few minutes to
complete this short survey. 

https://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/5541449/NASAP-Education
Section-Member-Survey

We are better together and invite you to connect with us.   

Feel free to email either of the section co-chairs. 

Kelly Gfroerer, Ph.D., LPC  kelly@positivediscipline.org

 Kelly is the Executive Director for the Positive Discipline
Association and has been involved in NASAP since 1993. She
served as Managing Editor of the Journal of Individual Psychology
at Georgia State University. Kelly worked as a teacher, school
counselor, and parent educator prior to serving in her current role
with the Positive Discipline Association. 

Jody Malterre MAEd  jody@parentteachercoach.com

Jody currently serves as co-chair for the Positive Discipline
Association. She works at Westminster College as a Montessori
teacher trainer and has owned and operated three Montessori
schools. She supports parents, teachers, and administrators as a
Trainer for Positive Discipline. 

Please join us on Facebook. We have a closed group for our section to
connect and share ideas. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/nasapeducationsection/?
ref=bookmarks 

We hope we can be a source of encouragement to you and support
the important work you do!

“A child needs encouragement as a plant needs water.”   Rudolph
Dreikurs

NASAP Sections - TLC

Calling All Adlerian Coaches

The Transformative Leading and Coaching Section of NASAP is
devoted to serving the particular needs of those members who use
Adlerian theory and practice in business settings, coaching activities,
and consulting practices. 

Pascale Brady (pascale.brady@thechallengecoach.com) and Kevin
O’Connor (kevin@kevinoc.com) are heading up this team for the next
two years and are seeking your input. 

This section intends to conduct monthly CEU opportunities for its
members. Our strategy is to remain in active contact with our
members encouraging them to do the same in order to support their
activities. 

These CEU opportunities will be supplemented by phone, chat,
networking, and feedback opportunities. Our goal is to be an active
part of the entire NASAP enterprise. 

We also intend to investigate a closer relationship with the
International Coaching Federation (ICF) in order to create a community
of those who use Adlerian concepts in business settings.

In the meantime, coaches please send us your suggestions for how
we can serve you, who you may want us to profile, who to invite to
present and interview. We also welcome volunteers to help us make all
of this happen.

Charitable Giving to NASAP through Amazon
Shopping - Amy Wold

Amazon Smile is a subset of Amazon and a way our members can
support NASAP through charitable giving.  AmazonSmile is a program
that donates 0.5% of all your eligible purchases on Amazon to a
charity of your choice, and NASAP is an eligible non-profit recipient.
Though 0.5% is not a large donation and it is not necessarily intended
to replace your regular charitable activities, AmazonSmile is still a
great way to take advantage of a service you're already using and help
this organization thrive.

To add NASAP as an AmazonSmile Charitable Organization:
Sign in to:  AmazonSmile on your desktop or mobile phone browser.
Go to “Your Account” from the navigation at the top of any page, and
then select the option to “Choose your Charity. “
Select NASAP as the charitable organization to support.

For more information, click on the link below or reach out to me or a
member of NASAP’s Council of Representatives for assistance.
AmyWoldLP@gmail.comhttps://amp.businessinsider.com/how-
does-amazon-smile-charity-donation-work-2018-5

 

Quarantine therapy: a novel approach to
encouraging clients through the human-pet
bond

As I watched my 11-year-old
(now-teletherapy) client use a
blanket to wrap her cat into a
delicate burrito through my
computer screen, I laughed
but secretly wondered, how
can this possibly be
considered therapeutic?!

Countless teletherapy
sessions, I have observed my
clients petting their animals,
feeding their fish, showing me

their lizards, and cats walking across their computer screen as we
share laughs.  As we find ourselves abruptly adapting to an age of
teletherapy, I learned there are many opportunities we wouldn’t
typically have had otherwise. We have been invited into the clients’
home lives, and been given insights into their bonds with pets. I have
used this opportunity as a source of encouragement for clients’
strengths.

For example, I told the burrito cat client: “Wow, your cat really trusts
you and loves you to let you make her into a burrito!” Another client
had acquired multiple fish and frogs to cope with loneliness and to
regain a sense of purpose while off of work: “You are such a good
caretaker and so responsible to be able to manage all those fish tanks!
That takes a lot of patience.”

Another pre-teen client working on self-esteem who sadly perceives
herself as unlikeable, told me her “dog hates her.” As her dog sat
peacefully on her lap for an hour straight, I helped her challenge her
negative belief by observing how much the dog enjoyed her company
by sitting there patiently the whole time: “Your pup clearly loves
spending time with you!” The encouraging feedback suggested she
must be a likable, warm person with whom others enjoy spending
time. This brought a smile to her face.

Teletherapy allows therapists to tap into this important human-pet
bond by providing opportunities for encouragement of strengths
needed to thrive during this difficult pandemic: patience, reliability,
responsibility, unconditional positive regard, compassion, trust, and
connection. 

-Dr. Kristen Markovich, Schaumburg, IL

LITERATURE REVIEW: ANOTHER CLASSIC-
Rocky Garrison, PhD

Reference: Holub, M. (1935).
Conversations with parents
and children. International
Journal of Individual
Psychology, 1 (2), 96-112.

Author Information: Martha
Holub (1887 – 1942) was a
teacher and educational
consultant and was active in
the Individual Psychology
child guidance clinics in
Vienna from 1927 to 1934.
She was also involved with
the International Association

for Individual Psychology and was secretary of the Vienna Section.
She was deported to the Minsk concentration camp in 1942 although
there is no information about her fate there.

“Individual Psychological practice was born out of the pedagogic
game of chess with problem children” (Birnbaum, 1935, p. 70), and
the sites for these chess matches was often the numerous Child
Guidance Clinics established in Austria and Germany about 100 years
ago.  Holub (1935) presents several case transcripts illustrating how
these clinics “create courage” in children and families. She
emphasizes the use of public demonstration to show the child that
everyone is “interested in his [or her] fate” and to experience “the
imperfection of adults.” (p. 96) For example, she discusses a child
who is ashamed of the number of “C’s” on his report card.  The
advisor turns to the audience and asks how many people got “C’s”
when they were in school, using what Holub refers to as “stage
directors art.”   

Some of these interviews include the whole family; others focus on the
parents or on the child(ren), while in one case the parents leave, and
the interview continues with just the child.  There is one extended
case presentation of several sequential sessions with a child, family,
and tutor.  This case begins with the mother showing up alone at the
clinic, at the suggestion of the child’s tutor, and the advisor insisting
that the child and the tutor be brought in.  The father is also included
in some of the sessions. 

As far as I know these are the only actual transcripts we have of the
process that took place in the Individual Psychology child guidance
clinics. 

Birnbaum, F. (1935). Development of character. International Journal of
Individual Psychology, 1 (1), 67-75.

Adler In Depth and Breadth - Erik Mansager,
PhD

Active Encouragement

The stuff of Classical Adlerian Depth Psychotherapy (CADP) is never a
fixed formula applied to clients. This goes for therapeutic
encouragement as well. While there are general guidelines about the
process, the specific application must be re-invented for each of our
clients. Their personal effort needs to be inspired to grow and then to
be compared with their old activities. Seeing their current
development compared to where they have been in the recent past
offers encouragement to sustain their growth in the new direction.

So, how does therapeutic encouragement happen? Is it a technique or
an art? Is encouragement found in a rich list of memorized sayings
that are at the ready and strategically applied? Does a permanent
smile on a counselor’s face or readiness to offer a pat on the back
encourage personal and interpersonal growth? Adler suggests the
origin of encouragement is more elusive. It originates in authentically
caring interactions between the therapist and client. If our clients can
begin to feel our care as a sense of equality, they can extend it to the
new tasks in front of them.

Adler came down on the side of art and creativity; he guided
therapists to look at their clients’ level of social interest and to invent
ways of increasing this from the first meeting forward. He identified
encouragement as the heart of therapy. The Ansbachers (1956, p. 341)
said his view of the therapeutic atmosphere was one that decreased
the client’s feeling of inferiority while simultaneously stimulated their
remnant of social interest into adequate development. How does that
work?

Our aim is to nurture an increasingly cooperative interaction with our
clients which they will eventually be able to activate with others.
Cooperation might first take the form of arriving on time and sharing
the talking-time of the therapeutic hour. Later it includes the client’s
acceptance of slowing down their patterns of talk and behavior and
considering the therapists comments.

So often clients report with frustration what is going on in their lives.
We sense their impatience and hear their demands for immediate
success. Adlerian depth therapists work to highlight whatever
progress has actually been made – especially that which clients do not
consciously register. For this we need a clear view of clients as they
present themselves, as they compare to others in similar situations,
and as to what they are avoiding. 

Our job will be to raise our clients’ awareness of the good feeling they
have when they positively impact another – however slightly. Those
good feelings are the conditions under which they persist in their
efforts, growing in awareness of their progress.

For example, clients might report –- despite having followed a
therapeutic suggestion to “listen differently to a spouse” or
deliberately “not having the last word in a conversation” with their
child -- that it had little or no effect on the other. The therapist’s work
then would guide a discussion about the non-verbal responses of the
spouse or child, imagining in their mind’s eye what was different.
Following up any observations the client recalls by inquiring about
their feeling state can surprise clients. They do feel a positive
difference – often due to their impact on the other. This feeling has
seldom been attended to before. Helping them become aware of the
nascent feeling of impacting others positively prepares them to notice
it next time and to grow this ability again in similar interactions. They
are then far more likely to repeat the behavior that brought about the
pleasant reaction. This is how strength builds on strength – the
psychological material on which all growth takes place.

So we have an illustration of Adler’s method for winning over clients’
good will and helping them transfer it to their environment. This is just
one micro-step toward positive self-other awareness that grows our
social interest: the sole aim of encouragement.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZD8C_Fnfjek

WELLNESS FOR LIFE: RESILIENCY IN ACTION
- Lois Marecek

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recently, the word resiliency, or for that matter, any form of this word,
may have been in the thoughts and minds of people all over the
world. 

Life as we have known it has drastically changed. 
Actually, there are quite a few words that come to mind as we venture
in uncharted territory exploring our way.  

Some of these encouraging words have and are being relayed via the
media.  For example:

  Stay strong.  Stay safe.  Be well.  United in spirit.
  We’re in this together.  Stay positive, be negative.

It can be said that people respond to challenges differently.  Some
face them head on, while others may shy away or avoid them.  For
that matter, it is similar to how some encounter and respond or react
to change.

What we all are experiencing may be seen as both a time of challenge
and change.  To take it a step further, it may be considered, "One for
the books!"
     
Each day we are discovering that we each have a job to do. 

What I’m about to share comes from a recent episode from the TV
show, Station 19 that aired on 4/16/20.  Though the storyline doesn’t
relate to this pandemic, it brought to mind what might be referred to
as a valued point from my recent deployment experience assisting
passengers of the cruise ships.  The message is applicable for the
here and now.  It’s about empathy — treating every member of our
community as family. 

We can take a lesson from this show.  The scene was when Andy
shared when she would be sad, her dad would have her sit in a room
with all the blinds open.  That light with its brightness and warmth,
symbolized “bright house, bright hearts”.  We can all pay attention,
take notice and take time to practice this.

These passengers, we referred to as guests.   Their experience
became quite challenging, far from the relaxing, fun time they
anticipated.  Although they had phone contact with family, they were
in essence alone, physically isolated.  In addition, their personal space
was affected.  People in general are aware it exists.  However, its value
may not be appreciated until it is threatened  to be taken away.  (Ahh,
the sanctity of the bathroom.)

Keep in mind, most of these people may be more experienced in life
because of their years, thus contributing to susceptible feelings of
disconnection with life.  It was important to relay what they were going
through sucked.  Equally important, conveying there is still a
lifeline between them and the outside world.  I believed my focus
didn’t just center on those with a history, at risk of or exhibiting other
mental health concerns.  It included everyone.  I saw myself as a
resource, a connection as a lifeline with the outside world. 

At this point, I’d like to interject something called, The 5 C’s which are
valued and rooted in Adlerian Psychology.  By relaying them, it
reminds people especially, the more age experienced, that they are
still an active, integral part of relationships.  To begin, they connect -
having the ability and belief that they belong and have a place; they
are capable - having the belief that they are still competent; they count
- having the belief they can still make a difference; and courage -
having the belief that they can still handle whatever the situation with
resilience, overcoming fear; and coming full circle, the entitlement to
contentment - having the belief of feeling good about who they are,
their contribution, peace of mind and harmony.  [Copyright © 2012
Marecek, NASAP Newsletter March-April 2012 “Wellness For Life -
Reflections”]

A hero is an ordinary person who makes the right choice in a difficult
situation.  You are a potential hero in every important decision you
make.  We each can make a difference in this world one choice at a
time.  When we observe the letters of the word HEROES, this is what
is envisioned in my mind:

   H  elpful
   E  xtraordinary
   R  esponse
   O  vercoming
   E  xtreme
   S  ituation

This is why each and every one of us, from every walk of life, including
extended family 4 - legged, etc., is a HERO - young people bringing
creativity, laughter, possible challenges or viewing perspectives; those
caring across the ages medically and safety-wise on the front lines
and communities; those whose actions are making sure our daily
necessities are being met; to those providing companionship, hope,
strength and guidance.  So you see, everyone is contributing in some
fashion to the whole.
 
We might even venture by saying, this pandemic we all have been a
part of, has resulted in some positives -

Activating a very unique human quality which separates us from
locating other living entities, referred to as ‘gumption’.                    
                                   
Finding that inner strength to cope individually, with a partner, as a
family and a community.
 Laughter is uplifting and healing.
Locating that inner strength to commit to life by meeting
and overcoming the challenges placed in our paths.  
Utilizing the place of ‘sanctuary’ perhaps a bit more than usual to
help maintain one’s sanity or cope and regroup in general.  I’m
referring to that ever popular room of the home, ‘the bathroom’.  
Differences come in many forms.  Know that YOU are one of them
that MAKES A DIFFERENCE.  

We can all use a boost every now and then.  Its origin/inception/
origination can be quite surprising and motivating at the same time. 

I discovered that, when I find myself in a lull or valley, there are a
number of inspirational websites that can give you a dose of comfort
and sunshine. These may give you a helpful, uplifting boost.

 “We are tiny trickles of water carving our own individual paths through
the stone, but we are also sometimes the river forging through the
canyon. Be independent. Carve your story. But also help the many
other streams to forge through the canyon, too - and watch for when
the time may come for you to lead the way.”

“Once you choose hope, anything's possible." ~ Christopher Reeve  

“Hope is the promise of another sunrise - a new day will emerge from
the darkness no matter how long the night.  When things seem wrong
we can always count on the sunrise.  When we hold that beauty close
to our hearts, anything is possible.”

There have been some observations that can be noted as bonuses. 
For instance, you may have noticed that those annoying robo calls
decreased - giving time to put all our energies, positive-wise, to focus
on what has been placed before us.  Allowing time to find more
positive ways in addressing and tackling stress. 

When going outside, there is more of a blueness to the sky and
clearness in the air as a noticeable perk.  This was even noted in Los
Angeles!  A third benefit, as cited by the news media, “Crime
plummets around the world as people spend more time at home”.  The
Associated Press 4/21/20

Continue to be with me in this time of physical, emotional and spiritual
need.  Help me continue to cope with the challenges I am facing. 
Comfort and encourage those who care, comfort and encourage
whose lives have been unsettled and disrupted by this event.

  I pray for patience and for understanding.
  I pray for strength and for wisdom.

  I pray for healing and for inner peace.  

A thought, this can also be the time to recognize, we are a cheerleader
for each other.  So, dust off those pom-poms and cheer!

I’ll leave you with this revelation.  I happened to be going through my
clothes, finding things to occupy my time while under self quarantine,
when I came upon a shirt I got while attending a conference some
years ago.  What struck me about it now and probably then, is the
slightly different twist or outlook based on a popular phrase.  When
focussing on a glass, it is usually viewed as being either half full or half
empty.  It reads, “It isn’t whether the glass is half full or half empty ➛ it
is refillable.” 

Instead of pondering it from its original perspective, this view, under
the circumstances today, appears to resonate even louder.  For each
of us, “Are writing our stories, one chapter at a time.  When it seems
things have come to a close or something may be blocking your path
& you’re forced to shift gears, it is actually time to celebrate.  An old
chapter may have ended, but this new chapter is a clean state just
waiting for you to start writing it.”

Until next time, stay well and hydrated. 

Warm Fuzzies

I WAS TWELVE AND HE WAS WISE - Pamela
Ramadei, 2019

How do you tell someone they did it wrong and have them thank
you for it?

I wish I had a way to say thanks to the stroke and turn judge who
disqualified me when I was twelve. He taught me so much about
encouraging communication, integrity and leadership in a three-
minute exchange from decades ago.

I was a promising athlete in our swimming league. It was a meet
with our rival team and every point mattered so the coach asked
me to swim an extra event because he thought I could win; the
individual medley that included a lap of my worst stroke,
breaststroke. It was my worst because I had not yet mastered the
proper kick and too often, under pressure to go faster, I could
resort to the illegal scissors kick; grounds for disqualification.
The meet was nearly over and my event was coming up. The
team scores were very close so all the swimmers and their
families were all close around the pool watching every race and
cheering loudly. The order in IM is butter, back, breast, free. I
was ready for the gun to start us off, got a good dive, swam my
lap of butterfly side by side with the lead girl on the other team. In
the backstroke lap, we were right next to each other leaving the
others swimmers behind us. As I pushed off the wall into the
breaststroke lap, I used a strong scissors kick, right next to her.
But as that lap progressed I felt my legs struggle to stay in form
as my competitor pulled ahead of me by a good body length.
Finally, came the freestyle lap, my best stroke and I felt set free to give
it my all as I pushed hard and came up stroking my best and closing
the gap between my finger reach and her toes, then
knees, then hands, shoulders till we were head to head in the last few
yards to go. Friends and family were hanging over the edge of the
pool, on both sides, screaming and cheering us on. I touched the wall
just before her and my coach, Malcolm, went wild with delight. My
whole team was jumping and cheering, for me!

Standing there totally breathless in the shallow end of the pool,
the center of great celebration, I saw him approach, in his white
shirt and shorts and clipboard. The Stroke and Turn Judge was
coming to talk to me. But first he stooped down and introduced
himself and asked if I was Pam Fricke. ‘Yes, Sir’, I said, as he
invited me to lift myself out of the pool and into the shelter and
privacy of an out stretched beach towel. I was twelve remember
and not very secure in having people see my developing body in
a Speedo swim suit!

Next, he told me what a strong and talented swimmer I was and
that there would be far more important swim meets in my future
than this one. I thanked him and he continued, “Do you know
why I came to talk to you here?”, “Yes, I do.” I replied. “And why
is that?” he asked, “Because I did a scissors kick, once, as I came off
the wall on my breaststroke lap?” I answered. “That’s right, you did.
Thank you for your honesty and integrity. Do you also know what I
have to do now?” he continued. “Yes, you have to disqualify me.” I
said, and so he did. Malcolm’s mouth dropped open in shock and
dread but that judge gave me a fabulous example of respectful
communication between equals. He did not talk down to me and I was
twelve! I am grateful for this powerful lesson in how to give tough
feedback, despite news that can hurt, in a way that leaves the receiver
encouraged not defeated.

Adler and Shakespeare - Christopher Eriksson

 

 

 

 

 

On the matter of brotherhood and community feeling, there is surely no better appeal to situational
brotherhood while instilling courage to realize it than in Shakespeare’s Henry the Fifth. 

Appeal to Brotherhood
“We few, we happy few, we band of brothers;
For he today that sheds his blood with me
Shall be my brother; be he ne’er so vile,
This day shall gentle his condition;
And gentlemen in England now a-bed
Shall think themselves accurs’d they were not here,
And hold their manhoods cheap whiles any speaks
That fought with us upon Saint Crispin’s day.”
(Henry V, IV.iii, lines 60–67)

This is Shakespeare’s famous scene in Henry the Fifth where the young warrior King appeals to the common
soldier to join with him and become his brother in battle; offering him the chance to redeem himself from any
vile past, and share in the glory and honor of being where it counts, in a victory that history will recall with “we
the happy few”and “we band of brothers,” who carried the day on Saint Crispin’s Day. This warrior king’s
emotional appeal to his soldiers to become his brothers and redeem their past speaks to his high level of
personal leadership, and to Shakespeare’s understanding and use of the power of social interest/social
feeling imagery conveyed through rousing oratory. Shakespeare’s descriptive emotion here has been likened
to a  modern coach appealing to his team, in sports or business, and to the pride that flows from striving
successfully towards overcoming, success, perfection, and superiority; all words recognized as describing the
master motive in Adler’s humanistic psychology of use (Charlesworth, 2016, p. 1440; Ansbacher, 1968,
p.131).

Moving from the military to teamwork in the corporate world Alper-Leroux (2019) endorses this appeal to
brotherhood from a human resource perspective:

They follow you because they believe in you and your mission. At that level, they’ll make personal sacrifices for
you. Deep down, all people want to be part of something bigger than themselves.  (p.104).

Shakespeare shows us another example of a  high level of leadership in action when Mark Antony, after
success on the battlefield against Caesar, thanks his men for their individual efforts which have brought
victory. He tells them they are formidable, and describes how each man fought as though Antony’s cause
were his own. (Charlesworth, 2016, p.1440):

For doughty-handed are you, and have fought, Not as you served the cause, but as it had been each man’s
like mine. (Antony and Cleopatra, IV, viii, lines 5-7)

This is what occurs in the best teams, groups, and organisations as they move from dissonance to resonance
(Alper-Leroux, 2019). Such team members own the cause and strategy as though it is their own, generating
group cohesion and a feeling of togetherness, all goals of Adlerian therapy.

Shakespeare not only deals with issues such as team players versus individuals, but with controlling
emotions, being reliable and consistent, knowing yourself, getting over doubt and uncertainty, and increasing
resilience.  Shakespeare is no academic, he touts action, and to use what you have. He illustrates this in
Hamlet.
In As You Like It, (II.i, Line 12),  he writes:

Sweet are the uses of adversity.

And in Measure for Measure (Act 1, scene 4):

Our doubts are traitors and make us lose the good we oft might win by fearing to attempt.

In dealing with resourcefulness and resilience in the face of adversity, Shakespeare has the jestering Falstaff
say, as he tries to find any good in being plagued by gout or the pox (Henry IV, Part II, 1.ii, Lines 246-247):

A good wit will make use of anything. I will turn diseases to commodity.

The coaching lesson here is to be resilient, optimistic and pragmatic, making do and using what we have.
(Charlesworth, 2016, p. 1194)

Coach and Life Coach
Charlesworth (2016, p. 196) has used Shakespeare’s sonnet 94 (Shakespeare’s lines 1-8 on the left ) as a
modern sports coach’s creed (his modern English to the right):

They that have power to hurt and will do none,  Use Power wisely and do no harm.
That do not do the thing they most do show,      Keep your strategy hidden and unpredictable
Who, moving others, are themselves as stone,    Provide direction and persuade
Unmoved, cold, and to temptation slow –           While remaining objective and calm          
They rightly do inherit Heaven’s graces,            Do these things and rewards will come
And husband nature’s riches from expense;        Your program will grow                         
They are the lords and owners of their faces,      Your excellence will become the way           
Others but stewards of their excellence               Of those under you.

These lessons are just as useful to conducting successful psychotherapay and counseling clients towards
success in life tasks. Shulman (1981, p.174-179) reported on his short-term Adlerian group psychotherapy in
a U.S Army Post Stockade and how the group cohesiveness and social feeling grew and carried over to other
stockade situations. Hamm et al (2016) reported on an Adlerian group intervention with emotionally troubled
youth in a residential treatment center that was combined with positive psychology techniques. Like
Shulman’s 1981 report, Hamm et al. also reported that the positive energy gained in the group spilled over
outside the group through peer interactions. Eriksson (2019, p.2) observed that the social feeling generated in
Adlerian group interventions in young adults with neurodevelopmental disorders such as ASD and ADHD with
associated comorbidities likewise grew and extended socially over to others outside the group.

Adler echoes Shakespeare’s appeal to brotherhood in the work towards a common goal. In the preface to
“Religion and Individual Psychology” (Adler, 1979), Jahn states:

For Adler, the brotherhood of man is a goal of almost religious enthusiasm (p. 273),

As well, Adler (1979) cites the idea of God as a reason for our striving towards perfection:
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As well, Adler (1979) cites the idea of God as a reason for our striving towards perfection:
To strive towards God, to be in Him, to follow His call, to be one with Him – from this goal of striving (not of a
drive), there follow attitude, thinking, and feeling. (p.275)

In Troilus and Cressida, Shakespeare knows that many of us will drift along in the world if we don’t have a
meaningful dream or purpose:

It is the purpose that makes strong the vow. (Viii, line 23).

And in Hamlet, Ophelia says:
We know what we are but know not what we may be. (Act 4, scene 5).

Link to full article: https://bfcd9c487151ad5177fe-
0f9253894b074fcb30762f45677b1794.ssl.cf5.rackcdn.com/Vol14_1-11_Eriksson.pdf

ALFRED ADLER WAS WRONG! by Les White

Alfred Adler was wrong.   In 1930, The New York Times reported that
while lecturing at Columbia University, the “Viennese psychologist”
opined about the evils of the (then much more popular) card game of
bridge:

           Bridge is a great invention.  A little of it is relaxation.  But a lot  
          of it becomes a mental habit, an attempt to satisfy a striving for
          superiority.  It offers an opportunity to conquer others.  If you    
           see a bridge player who has won, you will notice a nic              

        expression of superiority on his face (“Says Bridge Devotees
Have Inferiority Bias,” p. 27).

If Adler had ever played the game (perhaps he had a bad experience
losing), he would have recognized that playing it not only supports his
theory, it encourages Social Interest.

Bridge is a social, partnership game.  Though the goal of it is to play
the hand you’ve been dealt the best you can (to earn “tricks” or
points), in order to play it well you must communicate with your
partner.  To reach the goals and even exceed the goals you and your
partner have made, you must find common ground.  Whether making
a “contract” that you have agreed upon (the number of tricks you can
take) or defending against another pair’s contract: you are always
aware of and responding to others, being mindful of how they and you
and your partner are communicating ([silently] shades of “trust only
movement”) and playing.  The key to being successful is being flexible
when your plan to reach your goal is sidelined: is there another way I
can reach it by playing differently or communicating differently with my
partner?  It is a game of logic: how do I use what I have.

How like life!

Statisticians claim that there is an almost infinite number of bridge
hands or cards that can be dealt: though many are obviously going to
be similar, this variety gives one the chance over and over, time and
time again, to adapt and practice new ways to set and reach new
goals.  Does anyone ever really master the game of bridge?

How like life!  (Which is why the game, to many who have played for
decades, continues to fascinate.)

In the past couple of weeks, The New York Times has featured two
articles on bridge -- ninety years after it had reported Dr. Adler’s
ultimate put-down (in addition to the above quote, the article opened
with Adler theorizing that “Bridge players are usually suffering from an
inferiority complex who find in the game an easy way to satisfy their
striving for superiority”).  The first article mentioned how the
coronavirus swept through a bridge club in Colorado, killing many
members (“Bridge was their Passion. Then People Started to Die.”,
Healy, J., 2020, p. 1).  The article highlighted that bridge is a social
game, that players play the same hands, passing them from table to
table, and that many of the “gamers” are seniors.  The second article
was headlined “It’s time to Learn Bridge” (Choira, S., 2020, section D,
page 5), mentioning that “the world’s best card game is easier to pick
up at home.”

And, how!  While we are stuck at home during this time of the
coronavirus, it is indeed the perfect time to learn and play bridge.  Not
only are there many apps and websites focused on the card game, the
online site “Bridge Base Online” (BBO) is a true marvel.  Many believe
it beats playing at a regular bricks and mortar club!  At this moment,
as I am writing this, there are over 50,000 bridge players around the
world playing on it.  At any one time, there are tournaments, casual
games, practice hands, lessons, and ways to watch how experts play
– in real time.  And better than playing at a club, afterward one can
review (algorithmically!) the hands that have been played: learning how
they could have been played better and how others have played
them.  Some clubs, that were shut down because of the virus, and
now known as “virtual clubs,” allow their members to see each other
using Zoom while they are playing on BBO.   

Bridge is also a way for people of all ages to forge relationships,
especially for seniors to connect with the younger set who are used to
playing video games.  Indeed, bridge has been given a bad rap: that it
is a game for the elderly – probably because as The New Times notes,
there is “that vicious learning curve (before it becomes) fun” (Sicha,
2020, p 5).  And, who else has time on their hands to play and play
and play it besides retirees?  Little do the youth know, however, that
bridge is the ultimate video game!  Instead of playing shoot ’em ups,
which many adults consider violent, or adopting unworldly
superheroes as avatars, bridge players are just playing … cards.  But
the visuals and sound effects on BBO should be enough to attract any
fan, being state of the art: the colorful cards wooshing in as they are
dealt, then popping as they are played.  The game helps both young
and old fine-tune their memories and concentration skills. 

And adapt lessons they can apply to their lives (goals and
communication skills, use and choice, playing the hand you’ve been
dealt!).

And now that players are shut in, playing “virtually,” they are meeting
people from all over the world!  Every day I play a tournament “at” my
Chicago club, which went on-line with BBO at the end of March.  I
also play with Italians I have met over the years, being welcome at
their virtual clubs, which enables me to practice my language skills
since there is ample time between hands for us to correspond. 
Having bonded with my mother, now in her upper eighties, over
bridge, I now can play more often with her than once or twice a year –
though she lives 2000 miles away in Arizona.  She has become like a
kid, learning the computer to play on the computer.  The other day one
of her partners was playing in Russia; another one was playing in
Rumania!  And now, every Sunday, I Zoom in and BBO-it with my alma
mater, Northwestern University’s student bridge club: accepted,
though I am old enough to be those players’ grandfather, err, great-
grandfather. 

And for anyone who has heard that bridge is a nasty game, with
partners berating each other, and opponents berating opponents:
played on-line, one can simply choose not to read the chatter that
players jot down in the space below where the cards are virtually
dealt.  In fact, the clubs’ directors, needing to be on hand to ensure
that the clubs are running smoothly “electronically,” quickly put the
kabosh on anyone who dares not be nice!  After all it’s much easier to
expel a player virtually than attempt to do so physically at a brick and
mortar club!  Plus, a player can at any time leave the bridge table
simply by clicking a keystroke!  Oh, do on-line, nasty partners and
opponents quickly learn that their behavior will not be tolerated: one
player whom I have suffered playing with at a brick and mortar club
(often because all the other players had partners and the choice was
either to play with him or go home) has suddenly gotten nice!  Why? 
His father on the east coast will no longer play with him!  His wife’s
good friend will no longer play with him.  One of the club’s champions
will no longer play with him!  Shades of raising children, as we learned
from Dreikur’s Children: The Challenge: consequences of behavior! 

On-line, even if you don’t have a partner, you can play with a robot or
against robots!  The artificial intelligence (AI) aspect of BBO is simply
amazing – enough to garner the respect of any kid who’s a video
game fanatic.  Even those who may be askance at the idea of playing
with a robot instead of a real person: the robots are programmed to
help you learn the game!  There are different “levels” of robots and to
play with them you have to learn the “conventions” they play – or,
rather, they teach you: “typing” to you how they play and what they
play!  Bridge conventions are just different ways of communicating – a
language of sorts: for example, the number of points you have, the
card suits you prefer, even the number of cards in a suit that you may
have!  Thus, playing with the robots hones your own game – because
they are responding to how you play!  And, if you don’t communicate
clearly or – yes! – communicate honestly, the robot is not going to play
well!  Thus, playing with the robots encourages you to be a better
communicator with any partner – robot or otherwise!  And, watching
the robots play their “hands,” with all the technology at their
“fingertips,” shows you how the hands that are dealt can be played
optimally. 

Thus, Dr. Adler was right and wrong about bridge.  Right: life is about
how you play your hand.  Wrong: it’s a great game that online fosters
communication and friendship! 
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Adler, as we all know, wrote about tasks of life, and more importantly,
how successfully we navigate these central tasks impact our
experience in this thing called life. The task of romantic love is one of
those central tasks, with echoes from our childhood appearing in this
central adult relationship. Our family constellation and our lifestyle
themes influence how this task is expressed in our intimate
partnerships. Other theories converge with Adlerian psychology in a
beautifully unifying fashion, as I see earmarks of Adler’s ideas in Imago
theory, in developmental theory, and in research on couples
contributed by Gottman and others.

One of the key Adlerian concepts applicable in couples’ therapy, and
more notably, in recognizing intimate partner abuse in couples
therapy, is Adler’s idea that all behavior has a purpose. One such
behavior common in couples’ therapy is conflict. This is often
preceded by “we have a communication problem”, which usually
translates to a conflict causing distress. What means so much to me,
as an Adlerian, is the idea that this conflict, as a behavior, has a
purpose. If we can tease out the purpose in conflict between partners
in a couple, we can make the crucial distinction between conflict and
an entirely different animal: intimate partner abuse. Conflict may be
loud; partners may even be mutually aggressive, and one partner may
have a blatant problem (substance use disorder, affair(s), other serious
problems of note). That does not necessarily constitute intimate
partner abuse. Intimate Partner Abuse is not mutual, it is not
respectful, and its purpose is quite different than mutual conflict (even
loud and distressing conflict). Hence, the value of examining the
purpose of a behavior such as “conflict” and how that conflict
functions in the task of romantic love.

The most notable feature of intimate partner abuse lies in its purpose:
control over another human being, i.e. a romantic partner. It is the
purposeful attempt to deny free agency in a thousand ways. This
purpose most often emerges from a mistaken belief (private logic) by
the abusive partner that the task of romantic love entitles the abuser
to control the free agency of their partner because of ‘romantic love’. It
is the reason a catalog of coercive behavior items can be so hard to
apply; it isn’t a checklist, it is a uniquely customized set of behaviors
designed for the sole purpose of controlling a specifically targeted
individual: the romantic partner (see Evan Stark’s book Coercive
Control). Physical violence may, surprisingly, not be a distinguishing
feature in intimate partner abuse; and is often not the most distressing
feature of abuse (hard to believe, but targets of abuse, i.e. intimate
partners, say so frequently). The hallmark purpose of what appears to
be a conflict behavior, and shows up in couples therapy as the
presenting problem, but intimate partner abuse is the underlying issue,
is that this purpose of control comes through coercion and a
notable lack of mutuality, often hiding in plain sight. There is a power
imbalance, the targeted partner is distressed (and most often received
a mental health diagnosis while the abusive partner seems to be the
“normal “one), and there are plenty of “excuses” and rationalizations
for the “whys” of coercive behaviors.

Intimate partner abuse can be difficult to distinguish from common
couple violence or mutually aggressive behaviors in a high drama
couple, or a couple aroused to intense emotions due to the high state
of distress that may be present when they begin couples’ therapy.
Examining the purpose of conflict behavior, in context of the task of
romantic love, can help differentiate between the two.

What Rudolph & His Red Nose Teaches Us
About Belonging Calvin D. Armerding, MA, LPC

“Human beings do not mind hardship; in fact, they thrive on it. What
they mind is not feeling necessary” (Junger, 2016; p. xvii). Sebastian
Junger’s insight came to mind while watching “Rudolph, The Red-
Nosed Reindeer” this winter, as it teaches us a great deal about how
to belong precisely in our contributions to others.

Most of us know the story. Rudolph’s father is reindeer champion
Donner, who leads Santa’s sleigh every Christmas. Our hero Rudolph
is expected to take his father’s place as champion. But, he has a
problem: he has a red nose that lights up and whistles. His parents
unsuccessfully attempt to cover it up, as Rudolph’s quirk is exposed
during the infamous “Reindeer Games.” Rudolph runs away, not from
the hardship of insults, but from his perceived uselessness.

He joins Hermey the elf, who dreams of being a dentist rather than a
toy-maker. Hermey’s strange aspiration leads him to neglect his toy-
making and run away. The duo are later joined by Yukon Cornelius, a
prospector who can’t find any gold, probably because of his dubious
“taste test” prospecting strategy.

While escaping the pursuit of The Abominable Snowman, the trio ends
up on The Island of Misfit Toys. The king of the island, a flying lion,
allows them to stay, but only for one night. The king insists that they
return to the North Pole and tell Santa about the Misfit Toys so he can
give them to children who want them.

Rudolph sneaks away in the night, knowing that to travel with Hermey
and Yukon will endanger them, as the Abominable Snowman only
hunts reindeer. In this act of courage, Rudolph comes of age, growing
his antlers. Upon returning to the North Pole, he learns that his family
has been lost while looking for him.

Rudolph decides that he must venture to the scariest place
imaginable: The Cave of the Abominable Snowman. There he finds his
family, but is also captured. Yukon and Hermey arrive just in time to
help. Yukon finally does something useful with his ice pick, dislodging
a rock that knocks out the monster. Hermey employs his dental skills
and pulls all the monster’s teeth. Tragically, Yukon is dragged down by
the monster into a ravine while defending his friends.

Rudolph returns to the North Pole, only to find that a blizzard has
caused Santa to cancel Christmas: his sleigh can’t navigate through
the blinding snow. Rudolph’s nose— once seen as a problem, now
presents itself as the solution. Rudolph leads the sleigh, first to the
Island of Misfit Toys, where the misfits are gathered for distribution,
and then off to the rest of the world. Hermey, back at the North Pole,
opens a dentist office where he helps his abusive ex-boss. Yukon
miraculously arrives with his pack of sled dogs and (of all things!) The
Abominable Snowman, whose enormous size helps him to put the star
on top of the tall Christmas tree.

It’s a story that contains a simple, important truth: belonging is not
rooted in uniformity, but in usefulness to the community.

Early in the narrative, uniformity is seen as the means to belong.
Rudolph’s nose isn’t uniform, so it must be covered up. Hermey’s
professional interests aren’t uniform, so he is shamed and bullied.
Yukon prospects in a non-traditional way, making his trek a hermitage.
The Abominable is violent, and therefore he wanders alone unless he
uses brute force to capture.

As the story progresses, we see the characters gain a sense of
belonging by using their non-uniformity for the community. Rudolph’s
nose leads the sleigh, and his time as a misfit leads him to advocate
for others. Hermey’s dental skills render the monster harmless.
Yukon’s prospecting strategy discovers a peppermint mine, providing
something valuable to others. Even The Abominable’s strange shape
and size helps him place a star on a tall tree.

We often have a mistaken understanding of belonging. We insist that
we are on the margins because of non-uniformity. Couples split
because they are “so different.” Misfit children struggle with being the
“ugly duckling.” Individuals are discouraged when they “can’t find
where to fit,” citing differences of political opinion, sports team
affiliation, religion, or personality as causes.

In response, we compensate. We adopt inauthenticity, trying to look
more uniform, like covering Rudolph’s nose. We choose to exist in a
private world, and in so doing neglect our present responsibilities to
others, like Hermey’s avoidance of his responsibilities while he studies
dentistry. We become openly hostile to the well-being of others like
The Abominable, making a “cave of isolation” where we trap others.
We find other misfits or “rejects” with whom we can commiserate, like
Rudolph wanting to make a home on The Island. We withdraw from
the community altogether, like the characters running away from
responsibilities and community. 

The trouble is, none of these are actual “solutions.” Faking uniformity
only leaves an annoying thought in the back of our mind: “Do I belong,
or does this version of me?” Privatizing produces feelings of shame: “If
they only knew who I really am, they would never want me.”
Hostility and brute force put us at odds with the others. We wonder
“When is this going to end, like the rest of my ‘relationships?’” Building
a uniformity from a non-uniformity ends in chaos, as groups splinter
endlessly in the paradox of their community: “Yeah, you don’t fit, but
you’re not as much of a misfit as much we are!” Social withdrawal
provides us an escape from rejection, but keeps us from the sense of
belonging we so desperately want.

Adler observed that clients don’t come to therapists with problems,
but rather with ineffective solutions to life’s problems. Non-uniformity
can be a problem, undoubtedly, especially since we and those around
us often mistakenly see uniformity as the essence of belonging. But,
we don’t have to solve the problem the way have before. We can put
our non-uniformity to use for others.

Are you the only artsy one in a family of accountants? Develop an
aesthetically pleasing template for their family budgets. Are you the
only Yankee fan in an apartment full of Red Sox? Be the civil,
respectful, fun rival that every sports fan really wants. Are you the only
atheist/agnostic in a friend group full of Christians? Offer a scientific
perspective to a person who might be over-spiritualizing a tough life
problem, not to drown out or disprove their religiosity, but to support
and encourage. Are you the only woman on your sales team? Rather
than trying to be “one of the guys,” offer insights to the group that—
by virtue of their maleness- they might miss.

Free yourself of the idea that to belong is to be uniform. Strive to put
your unique— or even quirky!— traits to use for the community.

Junger, S. (2016). Tribe: On homecoming and belonging. New York,
NY: Harper Collins     Publishing.
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NASAP Newsletters 1968-
1970 (ASAP at that time)
*Summary by Ken Vick

July – August 1968

Adlerian events from July 8 –
August 31. In Memoriam: Dr.
Edmond Schlesinger passed
away April 6, 1968. Editors
urge every member of ASAP
to submit current events for

publication.

August – September 1968

ASAP Calendar July – October. In Memoriam: Mrs. Salome Haring (a
member of less than 2 years) passed away March 31, 1968. Editors
urge every member of ASAP to submit current events for publication.

September – October 1968

Calendar of events from Sept. 1 – October 31. Course offerings by
ASAP members. Editors urge every member of ASAP to submit
current events for publication.

October – November 1968

Calendar of events from October 1 – December 1968. Courses and
seminars by ASAP members. Editors urge every member of ASAP to
submit current events for publication.

November-December 1968

Calendar of events from October 31-December 31. Courses and
seminars by ASAP members. Symposium will be held November 9,
1968 at Holiday Inn Central in Minneapolis, MN. The theme this year is
“The War between the Generations”. Editors urge every member of
ASAP to submit current events for publication.

January 1969

ASAP calendar presented for January 1969. List of future courses
offered by ASAP members listed by ongoing groups. Courses offered
at the Alfred Adler Institute (New York, New York). Symposium held in
Minneapolis, MN) was a big success. The overall theme was “The War
between the Generations” held on November 9, 1968. Happy New
Year message.

February 1969

ASAP calendar for Feb 1 –Feb 28. Workshops listed for February.
Courses and Seminars. New Items listed: Dr Lucy Ackerknect’s paper:
Die Rolle der Eltern in der Erziehungs beratung” presented at the
University of Muenster, Germany and also published in Schule under
Psychologie.

March 1969

Calendar of events from March 3-April 16. Workshops listed For
March 1969. ASAP has a new mailing address: 109 Each Grant St,
Minneapolis, MN, 55403. Dr. Dreikurs addresses Montessorians
regarding the significance of the dialog which began between
Adlerians and Montessorians in Philadelphia last June. Article: Is there
a time for learning? Article: The Family Education Center of Delaware
by Emily L. Thorn.

May 1969

Calendar of events from May 1 –June 23. List of Parent-Study groups
for Spring, Summer, and Fall. News of the President of ASAP: Bill and
Mim will be on the faculty of the International Summer School in Crete
in August & Don Dinkmeyer was one of the featured speakers at the
Tennessee Personnel and Guidance Association meeting April 25,
1969 at Knoxville, TN.

August 1969

Calendar of events from August 3 – September 4, 1969. Courses
offered. Ansbacher has busy schedule. STOPP (Society of Teachers
Opposed to Physical Punishment of Great Britain formed to fight
against the system that legalizes the beating of children (caning).
Questionnaire for Adlerians to be completed and returned.

September 1969

Calendar of events from September 26-October 14, 1969. Courses
offered. Article: Dreikurs Comments on Social Interest. Midwest
Regional Conference: The Midwest Society of Individual Psychology
will sponsor a regional conference in St Louis, MO on Sep. 26-27 for
school personnel. The theme will be: Classroom Discipline: A Practical
Approach. Article: The Generation Gap by Janet Kinder. Citizen
Committee forms to abolish corporal punishment in the schools.
Article: Is the Real Mother really needed? (One mother or a community
of mothers needed: the nature of being raised on a Kibbutz in Israel)
Unknown author.

October 1969

Calendar of events from October 1-November 4, 1969. Courses
offered. Workshops announced. New Family Education Center of
Hawaii announced. Dr. Kenneth B. Clark who is an ASAP member
from New York City has been elected President-Elect of the American
Psychological Association. Announcing the New Metropolitan
Washington Society of Individual Psychology. Executive Board for the
organization listed. The 1969 International Adlerian Summer School in
Crete in Greece was held August 10-23, 1969 under the directorship
of Rudolf Dreikurs.

November 1969

Calendar of events from Nov. 12 – December 2, 1969. Article:
Individual Psychology captures Europe and the East: A letter from Dr.
Rudolf Dreikurs in Israel. Film Available for rent: “Group Counseling
with Underachievers”. Dreikurs listed as a “scholar” in the Guidepost
(publication of the American Personnel and Guidance Association).
Member activities: Dr. Duane Spiers is now Director of the Division of
Behavioral Science in the Department of Psychiatry at the Creighton
University School of Medicine. New Groups announced (Deerfield,
Evanston, and Glenview). Germany News: Joan Devine conducting
study groups in Mannheim, Germany using the book Children of
Challenge and Mr. Boyd Reynolds appointed Principal of the
Elementary School in Mannheim, Germany. Adlerian Approach applied
to the theater (Dr. Manford Sonstegard of West Virginia University to
meet with fine arts and drama students on Thursday, November 20,
1969 to demonstrate how the Adlerian approach may be applied to
the analysis of characters in plays and dramatics. Announcing Dr. and
Mrs. Pew will speak at a program entitled “Building Healthy Families”
at the Park Plaza Hotel, Toronto, Ontario on November 21-22, 1969.

January 1970

Calendar of Events for January 1-February 3, 1970. News: Call for
Papers for the NCF program on October 7-10, 1970 at Pick Congress
Hotel in Chicago, IL. Article: Letter from Day Care. Article: Adlerian
Psychology makes Inroads in Israel (report by Rudolf Dreikurs). ASAP
exhibit at the Guidance Association Convention in New Orleans March
22-26, 1970.

February 1970

Calendar of events for February and March. Courses, Workshops, and
Parent study groups listed. News Section: Psychology Today (Vol 3,
No 9) contains 2 articles written by Adlerian authors. Feature Article:
“Alfred Adler: A Biographical Sketch” from the Alfred Adler Centennial.

March 1970

Calendar of events for March and April 1970. Courses, Workshops,
and Study Groups. News:  A newly organized group of Adlerians in
Munich, Germany sponsored an event for which over 70 people
attended. Quote: “The same people who can deny others everything
are famous for refusing themselves nothing” – Leigh Hunt. Dr. Manford
Sonstegard presented a demonstration with a Head Start family in
Wilmington, Delaware. A program titled “Social Interest and Social
Conflict will be held April 12, 1970 at Seton Hall University in South
Orange, New Jersey to commemorate Alfred Adler’s birth. List of
practicums and workshops offered at West Virginia University,
Morgantown, West Virginia. Hertha Orgler addressed the Victorian
Mental health Authority in Australia on Feb. 26, 1970 with a speech
entitled “The ideas of Alfred Adler and their Relevance to the 1970’s”.

April 1970

Calendar of events for April and May. Courses, Workshops, and Study
Groups listed. News: Adlerian techniques presented to a group of
school counselors in Yakima County on March 17, 1970. Publications
list: 2 sources to obtain books, audio tapes, and pamphlets from
Adlerian authors. Events and papers wanted for The Journal of
Individual Psychology. Registration for the 11th Congress of the
International Association of individual Psychology in New York City on
July 2-5, 1970.

May 1970

Calendar of events from April, May, and June. News: A workshop on
Problems in training Adlerian Counselors will take place at the
University of Vermont, Burlington (Vermont) on July 6-8, 1970. Article:
The non-physiological effects of noise on health and well-being.

June 1970

Calendar of events June 2 – August 25, 1970. News: book entitled A
Parent’s Guide to Child Discipline by Rudolf Dreikurs and Loren Grey
has just been released by Hawthorn Books, Inc., New York. This book
reflects a “modern system for raising modern children”. News: Dr. Guy
Manaster will teach Educational Psychology (Course titled
“Introduction to Individual Counseling”) at the University of Texas at
Austin during the second summer session.

July/August 1970

Calendar of events from August 3-September 25, 1970. Courses and
Workshops for Fall and Winter 1970. News: Report from the 11th
International Congress. ASAP President William Pew plans to visit
local groups throughout the United States and Canada this year. The
Alfred Adler Commemoration Medal is available for purchase. Only
150 medals were minted and 25 were retained as awards. The Medal
is 99.9% pure silver and comes in a velvet-lined case. Conference
went well at West Virginia University (July 20-23). This was one of the
most significant contributions that Dr. Rudolf Dreikurs has made to
Counselor Education. The Human Relations Center of New York held
an open meeting concerning the 100th anniversary of the birth of
Alfred Adler in May 1970.

September/October 1970

Calendar of events from October 8-December 7, 1970. Course,
Workshops, and Study Groups listed. News: ASAP is planning an
exhibit at the APGA convention in Atlantic City on April 4-8, 1971.
Individual Psychology Association of Greater Washington is
developing a Day Care Center based on the Adlerian and Dreikurs’
behavioral approach. On October 4th a centennial celebration for
Alfred Adler will be held at  the Community Church in New York City.

November 1970

Calendar of events from November 2-November 20, 1970. Courses,
Workshops, and Study Groups listed. News: The Individual
Psychology Association of Greater Washington opened its Family
Education Center on Saturday Oct. 17. 1970 at the Garrett Park
Recreation Center. West Virginia University has 55 people working
toward a Master’s degree in Guidance and Counseling. There are also
12 resident doctoral students in the program.

December 1970

Calendar of events for Dec. 2-12, 1970. Courses and Workshops
listed.  News: A study conducted by Armand Nicholi at Harvard
University recent found that “emotional illness far outweighs every
other reason for dropping out of college”. His research is available
through ERIC Clearinghouse. A symposium was held in Washington,
D.C. sponsored by the Individual Psychology Association on
November 14 and 15, 1970. Dr. Kenneth B. Clark was recently
appointed/installed as the president of APA. He is the first negro to
become president of that organization (exact wording as used in the
newsletter).

NASAP Newsletters 1974-1975 (known as ASAP at that time)

*Summaries by Ken Vick

January 1974

President’s Message – Individual Psychology is rooted in evolutionary
thinking. Symposium: Scientific Inquiry in Adlerian Psychology at the
Chicago Convention in May 1974. Psychiatry Position posted in
Guam. New brochure called “Family Harmony through Education”.
Regional Updates of events in each geographical area. Chicago, IL –
over 100 students enrolled in the Winter Quarter courses at Alfred
Adler Institute. Letters published for the newsletter.

February 1974

President’s Message – the Delegate Assembly will meet on Friday May
24, 1974 to develop an educational program for members. ASAP
convention at Ambassador Hotels, Chicago from May 24-28. Regional
Updates of events in each geographical area. Letters published for the
newsletter.

March 1974

President’s Message – Free from harmful illusions of self-importance.
ASAP election committee has selected an official slate of candidates
for each region. Ruth Holger-Nielson is working on the Festschrift
honoring Rudolf Dreikurs. Letters published to the newsletter.

April 1974

President’s Message – Dues structure and future direction for ASAP
discussed. Should ASAP become an accrediting agency for any
Centers of Adlerian training that may emerge in the future? ASAP
convention May 24-26 with post- convention workshops May 27-28 in
Chicago, IL. Regional updates by geographical area. Letters published
to the newsletter. 

May 1974

President’s Message – Adlerian Convention/Annual Meeting here in
Chicago. Convention Sampler: A list of presentations. All preparations
are complete. Stutter therapy offered in Germany (Rudolf Dreikurs
Institut fuer Sociale Gleichwertigkeit, Am Kirchberg 4-6, Germany).
Regional updates by geographical area. Letters published to the
newsletter. Letters published to the newsletter. 

June 1974

President’s Message – Equality within our membership in adhering to
principles of Adlerian Therapy. Is someone a true Adlerian even when
he says he is? Report from the Delegate Assembly. Jobs for Adlerians.
At the Annual Meeting in Chicago, the Delegate Assembly instructed
Bob Powers to appoint a Task Force on Training to establish
mechanisms for determining the criteria by which training of diverse
kinds may be recognized by the American Society of Adlerian
Psychology. Regional updates by geographical areas. Letter from
Sadie Dreikurs about Trip to Europe and Israel from Feb. 5- March 20,
1974. In memory of Vicki Soltz Statton (author of Children: The
Challenge) died June 3, 1974.

July-August 1974

President’s Letter: “I do not choose my followers; they choose me.” -
Willard Beecher. Psychotherapy Section report. Article: Alabama
Adlerianism (Congressman quoted Adler during the Nixon
Impeachment hearings). Regional updates by geographical areas.
Letters published to the newsletter.

September 1974

President’s Letter – Social embeddedness as the lives of individuals
co-inhering within the life of the developing human community. This
gives rise to “social interest” and which is to Adlerians the key to
healthy personality. Reports from the Regions. Call for Adlerian Theses
and Dissertations. Family Education Section Report. Psychotherapy
Section Report. Executive Secretary Wanted. Article: Children, Drugs,
and “Hyperkinesis”-removing hyperkinetic children from psychotropic
medication. Regional updates by geographical areas. Letters
published to the newsletter.

October 1974

President’s Letter: A publishing event of great importance to members
of ASAP to begin: Harold H and Birdie Mosak will publish the
complete Biography of Adlerian Psychology which will be a
monumental work of scholarship including over 9,000 entries of
everything published by Alfred Adler and his co-workers including
everything written and published on Individual Psychology since. Call
for Papers for the second Symposium on Scientific Inquiry in Adlerian
Psychology by December 1, 1974. Regional updates by geographical
area. Letters published to the newsletter. Recommended Reading:
How to Promote Success: A Workbook for “Discipline Without Tears”
by David Kehoe.

November-December 1974

President’s Letter: After many years of delay, a collection of anecdotes
concerning the life and work of Alfred Adler is being published under
the title Alfred Adler: As We Remember Him. Report from the Semi-
Annual Delegate Assembly Meeting Nov. 1-2 in Charleston, West
Virginia. Recommended Reading: How to Be Your Own Best Friend by
Mildred Newman and Bernard Berkowitz (now in paperback). Order a
copy of Harold and Birdie Mosak’s Adlerian Bibliography, which will be
released in January of 1975. Regional updates by geographical area.
Letters published to the newsletter.

January 1975

President’s Message – Happy New Year, please share any thoughts
concerning the past, present, and future of Individual Psychology.
Dreikurs’ Film Available (in color) called “Individual Psychology in
Counseling and Education Part I and Individual Psychology in
Counseling and Education Part II. Regional updates by geographical
area. Directory Addendum of new members to the Society.

February 1975

The President’s Letter: The winter blues. Letters published to the
newsletter. Regional updates by geographical area. Program Proposal
Form (Blank) for the ASAP Annual Convention, May 23-25, 1975. Call
for programs to present at the Annual Convention. International News
notes.

March 1975

Article: The Stress of Hope by Walter O’Connell. Article on the
motivating and energizing effect of hope in one’s life. Article: How to
Face Grief and Tragedy by a 10th grade student of Peggy Smyly.
Report from the Travels of Tee Dreikurs in Germany and Israel.
Regional updates by geographical area. Apology for a misprint in the
Feb. Newsletter.

April 1975

Of General Interest: A Treat on Halloween from the Galveston
Adlerians (4 Sunday workshops planned). Article: Religion, Love, and
Our Deaths by Walter O’Connell. Announcing Rudolf Dreikurs Summer
Institute in Greece July 30-August 14, 1975. Regional updates by
geographical area. International News Notes. Thanks to ASAP
Contributors.

May 1975

The President’s Message: Neva Hefner will be serving as the new
executive secretary for ASAP. Of General Interest. Regional Updates
by geographic areas. International News: Greek Society of Adlerian
Studies hosts open monthly meetings with presentations and
discussions of major Adlerian subjects and topics. New Publications:
New Book: A Bibliography for Adlerian Psychology by Harold H.
Mosak and Birdie Mosak.

June 1975

The President’s Message: Annual convention is now over and special
thanks to all presenters. Election results presented and the report from
the Delegate Assembly. Games People Should Play: From Canada a
sales catalog of Family Pastimes and games. Response to Torrey’s
Article. Corrections to the April Newsletter. Regional updates by
geographic areas. Neva Hefner writes letter: New and Impressed! And
states that ASAP is a vital, dynamic group of people.

July-August 1975

https://nasap.createsend1.com/t/j-l-yukujyy-l-f/


The president’s message: Eugene McClorey can no longer serve as
editor for the Journal of Individual Psychology. Call for Program
Proposals at the 24th Annual ASAP Convention in Vancouver.
Regional updates by geographic area. Advertisement from the
Academy of Parapsychology and Medicine.

September-October 1975

The President’s Message: Just returned from Greece. Letters for
publication to the newsletter. Of General Interest. Regional updates by
geographic area. Newsnotes by region.

November 1975

The President’s Message. Letters for publication to the newsletter.
Dreikurs TV Courses announced. News notes. New 1975 Directory of
Members. 

December 1975

The Presidents Message: Plans for the Vancouver annual convention
underway. Of General Interest: Houston Meeting, General Assembly,
Dues increase with rising costs, and New Book available (The Search
for Significance by Donald Lombardi). ASAP 1976 Convention News
(in Vancouver on Mary 28-31, 1976). Updates by geographic area.
News Notes. Application for Membership attached to the back for the
coming year.

A Call For Proposals - SC Conference of
Adlerian Psychology

CALL FOR PROPOSALS FOR
38th ANNUAL SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE OF ADLERIAN
PSYCHOLOGY DOUBLETREE RESORT BY HILTON, MYRTLE
BEACH, SC SEPTEMBER 25, 26, & 27, 2020. DEADLINE JUNE 1,
2020

The primary objective of the SC Conference of Adlerian Psychology is
to meet the continuing education needs of practitioners including
counselors, social workers, psychologists, educators, parents and
business management personnel. Proposals may be directed towards,
but not limited to: child guidance, parent consultation, marriage
counseling, counseling with individual adults, group counseling,
psychology in the workplace, family counseling, life style analysis,
prevention or treatment of substance abuse, art therapy,
psychodrama, school and preschool issues, wellness, aging, and
treatment of the commonly diagnosed problems of our times. We are
pleased to have arranged for internationally known Slovakian
psychotherapist and Comenius University Professor, Daniela Cechova
as our keynote speaker on the topic of “Adlerian Ethics.” Dr. Cechova
will also present a four hour workshop devoted to “Couples
Contracts” on Friday. She is a frequent consultant in Europe and is
currently President of the International Association of Individual
Psychology.

PROPOSAL GUIDELINES:
1. Proposals are invited for workshops to be offered Friday and
Sunday and for seventeen 75 minute presentations to be offered
Saturday. On Friday we may offer as many as five full day workshops
(9-5 with 1 hour for lunch) and two half day workshops (9-1 and 2-5).
Sunday, five half day workshops (9- 1) will be offered. Presenters must
have offered a 75 minute presentation at a previous SCSAP
Conference in order to submit a proposal for a half or full day
workshop.
2. Include TITLE and DESCRIPTION of the presentation. Please do not
exceed 60 words.
3. Include THREE EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES for the presentation.
4. Include NAME, TITLE, and CONTACT INFORMATION of each
presenter.
5. Include any type of audio-visual aid desired. The Society will
provide two power point projectors, but
no more. Use of a projector must be requested in advance.
6. Presentations must be based upon or related to the principles
and/or techniques of Adlerian Psychology.
Presentations that include demonstrations and/or experiential
activities will be given special
consideration by the program committee.
7. Presenters are not paid an honorarium, however, $200 per
workshop will be paid to defray expenses for
Sunday presenters and for the half day workshops Friday, and $300
will be paid to defray expenses of
presenters of the 9-5 Friday workshops. Expense checks are given per
workshop, not per presenter.
8. ALL PRESENTERS ARE REQUIRED TO REGISTER FOR THE
CONFERENCE. Presenters as well as participants who have a
financial need may apply for waiver of conference tuition fees. Such
applications are to be sent to Dr. John Arnold’s email address.
9. Presenters are not asked to register for their own Friday or Sunday
workshops, but workshop presenters
are required to register for Saturday. This is consistent with the
practice in national conferences and is
an important way the Society funds its conference and its work.
10. While handouts to accompany your presentation are not required,
they tend to be welcomed by
participants. Please do give attention to documentation of sources
where relevant.
11. DEADLINE FOR PROPOSALS: June 1, 2020. Program Committee
responds to proposals by June
22, 2020.

E-MAIL PROPOSALS TO: john.arnold@firstsuneap.com and
drfxwalton@aol.com

Or send US mail to: Dr. Frank Walton, 158 Eagle Chase Ct., Chapin,
SC 29036
PHONE: Frank Walton CELL: 803 727-8403

SCSAP WEBSITE: WWW.ADLERIANSC.ORG
NOTE: Please be confident that the conference will be cancelled if the
health and safety of participants cannot be assured.

Resilience Counseling and Training Center
Response to COVID

In response to the COVID-19, William and Monica Nicoll have
provided Adlerian-based social-emotional learning activities for
parents free of charge!  See details here!  For further information,
activities, or SEL program development training, contact the RCTC
office at: ResilienceCTC@aol.com

Raising Kids Who Care About Others - Betty
Lou Better

Over one hundred years ago, Adler was stressing the importance of
social interest, caring about others, contributing, and being mentally
healthy. Here are some of his quotes on these topics:
“We cannot save one person or the whole of humankind without
increasing social interest.
“We cannot solve any important problem of a country or of the world
without this increase in social interest."

If we consider carefully all the great problems of life, we will see that
only social interest provides the solution.
“Every human strives for significance, but people always make
mistakes if they do not see that their whole significance must consist in
their contribution to the lives of others.”
He didn’t suggest that social interest was just a good idea. He said it
was the key to mental health. 

Adlerians all over the world are teaching and practicing Adler’s words,
and during the world’s current pandemic everyone has the opportunity
to give and do for others, and to allow others to give and do for them.

I would like to help by offering copies of my book, Raising Kids Who
Care About Others” at a 50% discount (plus postage) if you would find
it useful in the teaching, caring and sharing that you do.
(blbettner@verizon.net.)

Leading Parent Study Groups the OSIP Way

Leading Parent Study Groups the OSIP Way

Rocky Garrison: On-Line Workshop (15 CE Hours)

Parent education is a core intervention in Individual Psychology.  This
workshop introduces you to one model of parent education, the
Oregon Society of Individual Psychology (OSIP) model, by
demonstrating the 10 sessions of that curriculum. The primary text is
Dreikurs 1964 book, Children: The Challenge, along with
supplementary readings and handouts.  This OSIP model emphasizes
the case studies that are in the book as well as various handouts that
are on the course page.  The goals of the workshop are to prepare you
to teach a parent study group using this model and to acquaint you
with the OSIP materials that supplement the book.

The workshop runs for 7 weeks, from June 9 to July 21.  There will be
a weekly 1.5 hour video conference on Tuesday evening from 6 to 7:30
PM (CST), as well as assigned work and writing assignments on the
course page; expect to spend a total of 2½ hours each week.

Recommended Prerequisites

1. Participation in a parent study group, or

2. An introductory course in Individual Psychology

Texts

Bettner, B. & Lew, A. (1990). Raising kids who can: Use good
judgment, assume responsibility, communicate effectively, respect self
& others, cooperate, develop self-esteem, and enjoy life. Connexions
Press.  [ISBN-10: 0962484172].

Dreikurs, R. (1964/1990). Children: The Challenge. Plume Books.
[ISBN 0-452-26655-6].

Soltz, V. (1967). Study Group Leader’s Manual. Alfred Adler Institute.
[IBSN: 0918560098].

OSIP Resources (available on course page)

Contact Evelyn Haas (Ev@Alfredadler.edu) at AGS for registration
information.

Free Women's Adlerian Workshops with Milda
and Sonia

Milda and Sonia are both
business psychologists and
researchers working at the
University of East London and
have recently launched MS
Research and Training
Academy.  They are inviting
 women to join in on some
free women's only
workshops, based on
Adlerian psychology. Women
who would like to join should
follow the link below and

register.  
https://themsacademy.com/events/i-am-directing-my-own-story-
for-free-only-in-may-3/

AFFILIATE LINKS

Adler Academy of MN

www.adleracademy.org

Adler Graduate School

http://alfredadler.edu

Center for Adlerian Practice and Scholarship (CAPS), Adler
University, Chicago/Vancouver/Global

https://www.adler.edu

mbluvshtein@adler.edu

Idaho Society of Individual Psychology

https://www.adleridaho.org

Mid Atlantic Adlerian Psychology Society (MAPS)

https://www.mapsadler.org

Parent Encouragement Program

www.PEPparent.org

Penn-Del Affiliate

innarosenfeld@gmail.com

Positive Discipline Association

https://www.positivediscipline.org

Puget Sound Adlerian Society

https://www.psasadler.org.

 

We need an updated list of affiliates and links for our newsletter.
 Please send your affiliate links to NASAPnews@gmail.com
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